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SRAM Red D1 24mm 172.5
48-35T GXP crankset

Price 739.82 €

Availability
Available

Number 409100282

Producer code 00.6118.563.004

EAN 710845826245

Product description

SRAM is an American brand specializing in bicycle accessories. The company was founded in 1987 and has since become one
of the world's leading manufacturers of bicycle components. SRAM produces a wide range of products that are available for
riders of all levels. The brand is known for its innovative technological solutions, such as wireless shifting systems, as well as
its high-quality products for professional cyclists and bicycle enthusiasts. The brand is known for its high-quality products,
which are recognized and trusted by cyclists around the world.
 

 

SRAM Red D1 24mm 172.5 48-35T GXP crank
(See product title for the right model)

Manufacturer: SRAM
Number of gears: 2x12s
SlideCompatibility: All SRAM Road DUB, GXP/PF GXP slides with a width of 68mm.
Gear sizes: 46/33, 48/35, 50/37
Crank arm lengths: 165mm, 167.5mm, 170mm, 172.5mm, 175mm
Chain guide line: 45.0 mm
Support spindle interface: 24 mm, GXP
Sprocket material: Aluminum
Mounting bolt circle diameter (BCD): Direct mount (DM)
Crank arm material: Carbon fiber
Color (Crank arms): Natural carbon fiber

SRAM RED® Crank - A Revolution in the World of Bicycles

If you're passionate about bicycles and looking for something that will truly transform your riding experience, the SRAM
RED® crank is what you need. It's a product that combines modernity, design innovation and a professional level of
performance to meet the expectations of even the most demanding riders.

The most important design innovation that sets SRAM RED® cranks apart is the use of smaller crown discs and a wider
selection of cassettes. It's a solution that dramatically improves the smoothness and speed of gear changes, which is crucial
on both hill climbs and flat terrain. Regardless of the conditions on the trail, the new configurations provide precise and fast
gear shifts, allowing riders to adjust gear ratios to suit their current needs.
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It's worth noting that shifting the gear range from front to rear, while maintaining a constant 13-tooth spacing between all
dual-crown variants, is a truly game-changing solution. With this solution, SRAM makes it possible to provide riders with
exactly the gear ratios they need, without compromise. This is a true revolution in crankset design. The SRAM RED® crankset
is designed specifically for electronic shifting, making it the ideal product for professional riders and enthusiasts who want
maximum performance and precision.

In short, the SRAM RED® crank is a game-changing product in the world of bicycles. It's a combination of innovation,
superior design and professional cycling terminology that delivers not only performance, but also riding satisfaction. Choose 
SRAM RED® cranks and experience a true revolution on your trail.

Deep Range™ technology provides an extended gear range and smooth power transfer to always be in the right
gear.
The unique crown disc design translates into a crank that is lighter, stiffer and more durable.
Improved front-gear performance ensures precise and crisp gear shifts.
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